Stories Behind Men of Faith

Master storyteller Ace Collins offers
deeply personal narratives of sixteen men
whose living faith has made a vital
difference in the world. Stories Behind
Heroes of Faith uncovers the influences,
the turning points, and the surprising twists
that have created icons of faith, past and
present, who continue to inspire us to live
better Christian lives and to witness to
others. Contemporary men such as Bono,
Branch Rickey, Jim Valvano, and Fred
Rogers and historical figures such as
William Carey, John Newton, Albert
Schweitzer, George Washington Carver,
and Nicholas of Myra have inspired
millions. They have led countless souls to
follow in their steps and created legacies
that have helped bring so much light into a
dark world simply by courageously living
their faith. Stories Behind Heroes of Faith
will remind readers that with faith in God,
anything is possible.

But his story teaches us that the man of faith sees life, in all its your God unwaveringly, be faithful to him, and worry
about nothing else.May 1986 Helaman and the Two Thousand Young Men of Faith Read the statements about the sons
of Helaman, then number the pictures to match the story. Adam Hamilton shares reflections about Josephs faith in a
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society? What role did Newtons faith play in his life and work?
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